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more than some book picked up now and then and in the
intervals forgotten. The intimacy between her and De
Greve, together with the entertainments, the mild rivalries,
the half-stiff and half-lazy good humour of the van Ley-
dens' many guests, appeared to him only in fragments.
Passing through the Castle on his way to or from the
library, he entered for a moment into the life of the place
but with no feeling that he was a part of it. Even* day he
worked without interruption until the seventeenth century
became for htm a mirror in which he saw, deeply reflected,
the influences of the past, and over which there began to
move continually—a procession of significant shadows—
the philosophic and material changes of the next two
hundred years. Outwardly he was at peace; his work pro-
gressed; his imagination was fertile; he experienced that
high content of scholars in which the mind is felt to
be weaving day and night—for in sleep also the process
seems to continue—a coherent fabric, an emerging pattern,
to which all thought contributes, nothing during these
periods of assimilation being wasted or irrelevant. And he
was tempted to imagine that he owed a part of his mind's
vigour—the colour and pliancy of the fabric, the fineness
of the pattern—to the sensation of joy which in those days
possessed him, an indefinable joy of forward movement, of
release.
Sometimes in the afternoon, more often a little before
dusk when she was tired by tennis and he by his work, he
and Julie went out on to the moors together, or, if the sun
were still high, into one of the nearer woods, and there she
lay upon the ground as she had done in the Harbury
meadows, asking him questions of his work, testing her
mind on his and often yielding to him, in a mood between
smiling and sadness, passages of her deeper confidence, as
if there were a secret intimacy between him and her, as
between friends and exiles profoundly known to each
other in a strange land, which made it natural that thus she
should speak and he listen. Gradually he was enabled to
bridge the gap between his early and his present knowledge
of her, until he felt that all his life had, in a mystery,

